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the gameplay controls in schoolmate 2 are similar to the original schoolmate, with the only notable exception being that the player can now use a four-way controller or the keyboard. (keyboard and mouse users can choose the four-way controller by default.) people can choose to play schoolmate 2 in either english, japanese or french, though the game can also be played in english with english subtitles, which are included as well. schoolmate 2 was released for the playstation portable in japan on april 20, 2010. it is currently unknown if the game will ever be released outside of japan. the gameplay controls are very similar to the previous
version, though the player can now use a four-way controller or the keyboard. (keyboard and mouse users can choose the four-way controller by default.) the user interface of the schoolmate series is in 3d, with the background and player sprite appearing on top of it. the interface has a tile layout similar to that of the nes entertainment system. before the start of each chapter, the user is given a brief description of the settings and the icons on the interface. the user can alter the settings to their liking, such as adjusting the controls, the difficulty, and the player sprite (the default sprite for the player is a panda). the game was followed by

schoolmate 3, which was released for the playstation portable on february 1, 2011 in japan. the gameplay controls are very similar to the previous version, though the player can now use a four-way controller or the keyboard. (keyboard and mouse users can choose the four-way controller by default.)
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